
ECSE Distance Learning- ESY  
Weeks of July 6 and July 13, 2020 

Theme: Bugs 

  
 

• Goal should be anywhere from 15-30 minutes, 2 x per day to engage your child in developmentally appropriate 
activities. These activities can be done multiple times over the course of the 2 weeks period.  Repetition is a key 
learning tool for our little ones! 

• Developmentally appropriate activities include: Motor (Gross and Fine) Skills, Sensory Exploration, Cognitive Skills or 
Pre-Academic Skills, Personal-Social Skills including Play Skills, Adaptive Skills and Communication Skills. 

• Please select activities, by coordinating with your child’s special education teacher, from the developmental skill areas 
menus, listed below, to implement with your child during the developmental learning time.  

• Create a schedule that works for your family and try to establish a consistent daily routine for your child.  
 
 
Sample Daily Routine 
Wake and Get Dressed  
Eat Breakfast  
Developmental Learning Time  

- Gross Motor Activity  
- Play Activity  
- Sensory Motor Activity  
- Pre-Academic Activity  
- Fine Motor Activity  

Free Play  
Lunch  
Quiet time  
Snack  
Developmental Learning Time  

- Gross Motor Activity  
- Play Activity  
- Sensory Motor Activity  
- Pre-Academic Activity  
- Fine Motor Activity 

Free Play  
Dinner   
Bed 



Motor Skills Menu 

 
Path Tracings 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Materials: 

● sheet included in 
the packet 

● Pencil or marker 
 

Activity:                           
Trace the line from the bug 
to the picnic food.  For 
those younger children, 
have them isolate and use 
their index finger. 
 
 
Variations: 

 

”Walk” fingers as 
shown and pretend to be a 
bug.  Use small pieces of 
food, such as fruit snacks 
or cereal and have the 
“Bug” walk to get the 
snack. 

Ladybug Art 

 

 

Materials: 

● White Paper plate 
or piece of paper 
cut out into a circle 

● Red paint, marker 
or crayon 

● Black construction 
paper to cut out 
circles, antenna, 
wing line, and 
head OR a black 
crayon  white 
paper. 

● Glue or glue stick 
 
Activity:   
 
Have your child paint or 
color the large circle red. If 
able, have him or her cut 
out the small circles, head, 
antenna and wing line, and 
glue  them on the red circle 
to make a ladybug !                           

 The Buggy Wuggy  

Use the lyric sheet on the 
appendix to sing The 

Buggy Wuggy to the tune 
of The Hokey Pokey. 
Dance along while 

following the bug actions! 

 

 

Move Like A Bug 

Use the Move Like A Bug 
cards at the end of the 

packet. Follow the action 
for each different bug. This 
will help practice balance  

and get your child moving!  

 

 

See attached lyrics and 
bug movement cards 

Bug Catcher ! 

Place small stuffed 

animals, beanbags or 

rolled up pairs of socks in a 

blanket . You will need a 

partner to cold the ends of 

the blanket to move it and 

shake off the “bugs” 

Have your child be the 

“bug catcher” and gather 

the objects as the are 

tossed off the blanket. 

Vary the “bugs” and the 

vocabulary for movement 

For example, fill the 

blanket with grasshoppers 

that  "hop" ; bees that 

“buzz”, ladybugs that  “fly.” 

  

 
 
 
 

Squish the Bugs! 

This activity combines both 
fine and gross motor skills. 
Using sidewalk chalk, 
Children draw bugs on the 
driveway or sidewalk.  
Encourage your child to 
vary the shape and color of 
each.  

When finished, have your 
child jump, hop, skip from 
one bug to another. 

Variation: 

Label each bug with a 
geometric shape, numeral 
or letters appearing in your 
child’s name. Direct him or 
her to hop, jump, etc. to 
the bug with that  letter, 

number or shape.  



 

Sensory Exploration Menu 

Plan a Picnic  
(Indoors/Outdoors) 

 
Allow children to help plan 
and prep sandwiches, fruit, 

chips, etc.  
 

Talk about what you see 
outside or in a different 

area of your home, where 
you don’t normally eat.  
You can spread out a 

blanket, sheet or towel to 

sit on for your picnic.   
 
 

 
 
 
 

Bugs in the Muck 

 

Materials 
● Bin or tray 
● 3½  Cups Cornstarch 
● ½ cup unsweetened 

cocoa powder 
● 2 cups warm water 
● Plastic toy bugs , large 

pebbles, raw or 
cooked pasta  

 
Activity: 
 Invite your child to explore 
and have fun with this 
hands-on activity! Support 
your child’s language by 
asking how the muck feels, 
counting how many bugs 
they see, etc. 

 
Variation: 
Use prepared chocolate 
pudding with crushed 
cookies for extra texture.   
 

Bug Play Dough 

Use cookie cutters or just 
roll balls! 

Add buttons, legos, pegs, 
or any other small items 
that could dress up your 
bugs! 

Playing with dough should 
be an open-ended activity 
without any set 
expectations. Let your child 
choose what to do with the 
dough and materials.  

Sing some songs while you 
make your bugs! 

 

Sensory Balloon 
Bugs 

Using a funnel, fill up 
balloons with cornstarch,  

flour or rice. 

Once the balloon is full, tie 
it off and put another 

balloon over it and tie for 
more security. 

Draw on some bug faces! 

These are fun to squeeze 
and play with, as well as to 

throw into baskets! 

ALWAYS SUPERVISE this 
play! 

 

 

Bee Pollen Race! 

Your child is the “bee” 
transferring the pollen! The 
baskets are the “flowers”! 

Gather your “pollen” (pom 
poms, ping pong balls, 
rolled up socks)and place 
them into a basket or pile. 

Place another empty 
basket across the room. 

Use a spoon, or tongs, or 
plastic tweezers to carry 
each individual piece of 
“pollen” across the room 
and drop into another 
basket or bowl. 

Add fun ways to move in 
between baskets: run, 
buzz, tip toe, leap, walk 
backwards 

 



  
Cognitive Skills Menu 

 
Ladybug Counting 

 
Materials:  
 

• printed ladybug 
counting mat  

• 20 squares of 
paper numbered 1 
through 10.  

• Small household 
items that can be 
used as spots 
(large coins, 
buttons, cut out 
paper circles, 
pebbles from a 
nature walk, etc,) 

 
Activity: 
Have your child color the 
ladybug red. Then put a 
numbered square  in the 
box at the top left corner.  
Have your child count out 
that number of “dots” and 
put in on the Ladybug’s 
wings for spots.  

 
For younger students use 

only the numbers 1-5  
 

See attached Ladybug 
Mat 

 

 Bug Matching Game 

 
Use the attached Bug 
Identification Cards, cut out 
all 16 pictures. Place one 
set of the pictures face-up 
on the table/floor. 
 
Give your child the other set 
and ask him or her to “find 
the same”  
 
After your child has 
matched all items, try to 
have him/her name each or 
point to each as you name 
them. 
 
 
Variation: 
Set out 3 pictures- 2 that 
match and one additional 
picture. Ask your child to 
find the one that is “Not the 
same.” 

 

 

See attached Bug 

Identification cards 

 

A Bee on My Knee! 

 
Cut out the two bee 
pictures included in the 
packet.  You can tape or 
glue each to a popsicle 
stick if desired. 

 
Using the bees, sing the 
following song with your 
child, emphasizing the 
name of each body part, 

 
Bumble Bee 

Sung to the tune of  
“Jingle Bells" 

  
Bumble Bee, bumble bee, 

Landing on my nose, 
Bumble bee, bumble bee, 

Now he's on my toes. 
On my arms, on my legs, 

On my elbows. 
Bumble bee, oh bumble 

bee 
He lands, and then he 

goes. 

See attached Bumblebee 
patterns  

Size Sequence 

 
Cut out the sets of the size 
bugs in the packet. Have 
your child arrange them 
from smallest to largest.  

Use all 5 bugs or select 
3 representing S-M-L . 

Ask your child to find the 
biggest bug, the 
smallest bug, the 
middle-sized bug. 

Ask “Which one is the 
next smallest/biggest 
when arranging all the 
bugs in order. 

 

 

See attached size 
sequencing pages 

Look and Find 

                                               
Using the attached picture 
scene, point to one of the 
individual bugs on the left . 
Ask your child to find the 
same bug in the large 
picture scene.  Repeat until 
all the bugs are found! 

Your child can color the 
matching bugs the same. 

Variation:  

Using the bumblebees 
from the Bee on MY Knee 
Activity, hide the bugs in 
one room of your home. 
Have your child find the 
bug by giving them hints 
using functions of objects 
in the room, for example: 

“Look under the place 
where you sit” 

See attached size 
sequencing pages 

 



 
Personal-Social/Play Skills Menu 

 
Critter Emotions 

 
Use our fun critter 
emotions flashcards to 
work on social emotional 
skills and talk about 
feelings. 

 
Label the emotions, point 
out the facial expressions 
and use the cards to talk 
about how you and your 
child are feeling, etc. 

 

 
 
 
 

See attached Bug 

Emotions Cards 

 
 

Ladybug Puppet 

Using construction paper 
and fingers, you can create 
some role play and fun. 
Cut red and black paper 
circles (black small, red 
big) in half and glue the 
parts together. No googly 
eyes? color it in or use 
glue and let dry. When it is 
dry, cut holes for your 
fingers and get creative! 
Act out a scene, use it to 
talk, etc. 

 

Itsy Bitsy Spider 
Window Play 

Act out the itsy bitsy spider 

nursery rhyme. Cut out the 

pipe in blue or any color 

paper (It might look like a 

“J” ) Draw and cut out a 

sun, a rain cloud and a 

spider.   

Tape the parts to the 

window. Point out the 

sun/clouds as reference. 

Sing the song “Itsy Bitsy 

Spider” and allow your 

child to act out the song on 

the window.  

 

Be a Bug ! 

Make your own ladybug or 
bumblebee costumes 
using a red or yellow shirt 
and items like paper, 
tape/glue, or black 
sharpies.   

Dress up like different bugs 
and play pretend! Flap 
your “wings”, make 
buzzing sounds, and do 
other “buggy” things :) 

 

 

*Tip: you can make stripes 

using duct or masking tape 
colored with a black sharpie! 

Ladybug, Ladybug 

What Do You See?  

Sit with your child as you 
read the story together. 

Let them have time to just 
explore the book if they are 

interested. 

Practice turn-taking and 
waiting with actions like 
page-turning (ex: "It's 
mom's turn to turn the 

page now, then it will be 
your turn" or "First ___, 

then dad").  

Talk about the pictures in 
the book. Use them to ask 
short, concrete questions 

or more open-ended 
questions. (“Is the ladybug 
awake or is she sleeping?”; 
“do you like to eat like the 

ladybug?”) 

See attached Ladybug 

Book 
(print- cut- staple)  



 
Adaptive Skills Menu 

Bug Brush 
 

 
1. Use a styrofoam 

egg carton to 
create teeth. If you 
don’t have a 
Styrofoam egg 
carton, use a 
paper egg carton 
and wrap front with 
saran wrap or cling 
wrap. 

2. Place spots on 
teeth with a 
marker. 

3. Have your child 
use toothpaste and 
a toothbrush to 
remove stains. 

4. Place paper or 
play dough 
between the teeth. 

5. Have your child  
use dental floss or 
string to remove 
food from inside 
teeth 

  
Now try it on your teeth 

Ladybug Hat 

 

1.  Cut out the band (use a 
paper bag) of the hat and 
color it red. 

2.   Measure your child's 
head and glue or tape the 
band together. 

 
3.   Cut out little circles for 
dots and color them black 
 
4.   Draw and cut out the 
oval eyes. Tape/glue to the 
front. 

 
5.  Cut out two rectangles 
and put dots at the end for 
the antenna. Glue to the 
sides 

 
6.  Put on the hat and 
black socks on feet and 
hands. Then crawl around 
like a ladybug. 

Ants on a Log 

Use a plastic knife to 
spread peanut (or almond) 
butter on a celery stick and 
then put chocolate chips or 

raisins on it (please help 
your child with hand over 

hand assistance if 
needed). Make up a story 
about the bugs on the log. 
Eat the celery (bugs on the 

log)! 

 

 

Read Green Eggs and 
Ham (or parts of it) and 

use that as a way to help 
your child try a new food 

(first lick it then both parent 
and child take a teeny bite) 
--just like in the book—you 

never know, you might 
like it!     

  I Can do it Myself ! 

 

Practice independence: 
Let your child practice 

putting on a jacket by him 
or herself (he/she can use 
their words or signs to ask 

for help if needed) and 
then fly around the room 
like a bug. Your child can 

count how many times they 
fly around.  

 

Bathtime:                                 
Now, have your child take 
off his or her jacket clothes 

(including shoes and 
socks)all by themselves  
then splash in the bath 
water like a mosquito or 

dragonfly. 

 

Washing the Bugs 
Away ! 

 
 

Talk to your child about 
how there are “bad bugs” 
called germs that make 
people sick. We want to 
stay healthy so we need to 
get rid of those “bad bags” 
by washing our hands . 
 
Use this opportunity to 
work with your child on 
thorough handwashing 
practices as you sing this 
song: 
 
 
Sing to the tune of: 

   The Wheels on the Bus 
 
The soap on my hands 
goes  
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
The soap on my hands 
goes  
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
And the germs go down 
the drain !! 

 



Communication Skills Menu 

 “Where is the bug?” 

game  

Materials:  Make a pretend 

bug! Some ideas are a 

rock, a stick, paper cut out 

in a circle, a piece of tape 

made into a ball, a raisin. 

Play:  Place the bug 

somewhere near your child 

. Have him or her tell you 

where it is! 

       “Little bug, little bug 

where could you be?” 

Try these spots to hide the 

bug: 

 In front/behind 

above/below 

on/off 

over/under 

 

 

Sock Puppet Theater 

Puppet shows are a great 

way to use language and 

have fun. Your puppets 

can talk, ask questions, 

answer questions or 

pretend. 

1. Find 2 socks and 

decorate them each to 

look like bugs.  

2. Put the sock puppets 

on your hands and 

have them “talk” in silly 

voices. Make buzzing 

or other bug noises. 

Ask questions, talk 

about what you are 

doing, tell a story. 

3. Use furniture to hide 

behind or below and 

have a real puppet 

show!  Make a video of 

your puppet show! 

 

"I Spy" Game 

Get a large piece of paper 
and draw some bugs!  

"I Spy" is a guessing game 
where one player chooses 
an object within sight and 
asks the other player to 

figure out what the object 
is.  

Ask the child to find 
different bugs using 

adjectives related to the 
colors and sizes using the 
question "I spy something 

_(yellow, big, medium, 
little, round, long,  short, 

etc...)__". 

 

Sing Nursery Rhyme 

Songs 

Encourage your child to 

make different speech 

sounds and follow simple 

one-step directions by 

singing nursery rhyme 

songs! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See attached Rhymes & 

Songs page 

 

“Who Ate the Fly?” 

Gather 3-5 cups of 
different colors to be frogs. 
If you can, tape a number, 
letter or shape on the cup.  
Choose a coin to be the 
“fly!”  Frogs love to eat 

flies!  

Hide the “fly” under one of 
the frogs while your child is 
not looking.  Have him or 
her guess where the fly is 
hiding by using words to 

describe which cup to pick. 
Add more details to the 

cups to make it harder.  Let 
your child hide the fly while 

you take a turn at 
guessing!  

 

 



 
 



MOTOR Activity – “Path Tracings” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 

MOTOR Activity – “Buggy Wuggy Lyrics” &“Bug Movements” 

Buggy Wuggy 

You put your right wing in, (right arm bent) 

You put your right wing out, 

You put your right wing in, 

Then you shake it all about. 

You do the Buggy Wuggy 

And you turn yourself around. 

That's what it's all about. 

 

You put your left wing in, (left arm bent) 

You put your left wing out,… 

 

You put your head in,  

You put your head out,… 

  

You put your antennae in, (two fingers on top of head) 

You put your antennae out… 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



COGNITIVE Activity – “Ladybug Counting” 



 



COGNITIVE Activity - “Bug Matching” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



COGNITIVE Activity- “ A Bee on My Knee” 

  



 

  



COGNITIVE Activity- “ Size Sequence” 

 

  



  



COGNITIVE Activity- “ Look and Find” 

 

  



 

  



 PERSONAL-SOCIAL/PLAY Activity- “Crittter Emotions” 

  



 

  



 





PERSONAL-SOCIAL/PLAY Activity- “Ladybug book” 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  



  



THE END  



  

 

  



 

 

  

COMMUNICATION  Activity – “Rhymes and Songs” 
Movements” 

The Bug  Song              

(Sung to the tune of “Wheels on the Bus”) 

The firefly at night goes blink blink blink 

Blink blink blink, blink blink blink 

The firefly at night goes blink blink blink  

All around the town 

 

The bees in the flowers go buzz buzz buzz… 

The ants in the grass go march march march.. 

The crickets in the leaves go chirp chirp chirp... 

The caterpillar in the field goes creep creep creep.... 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/228346643581909407/&psig=AOvVaw00A6cZoye7nXFBiO1RVZlN&ust=1590267005836000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCKCx2sKsyOkCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.poemsearcher.com/topic/bug&psig=AOvVaw0zEutDXOKtn2e-AHelpn3B&ust=1590267153851000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOjuiZmtyOkCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


 

 

 

 

 

 

END WEEKS 1 & 2 

 

(July 6 ; July 13) 

 

 

 

 

 



ECSE Distance Learning- ESY  
Weeks of July 20 and July 27, 2020 

Theme: Bubbles 

  
 

• Goal should be anywhere from 15-30 minutes, 2 x per day to engage your child in developmentally appropriate 
activities. These activities can be done multiple times over the course of the 2 weeks period.  Repetition is a key 
learning tool for our little ones! 

• Developmentally appropriate activities include: Motor (Gross and Fine) Skills, Sensory Exploration, Cognitive Skills or 
Pre-Academic Skills, Personal-Social Skills including Play Skills, Adaptive Skills and Communication Skills. 

• Please select activities, by coordinating with your child’s special education teacher, from the developmental skill areas 
menus, listed below, to implement with your child during the developmental learning time.  

• Create a schedule that works for your family and try to establish a consistent daily routine for your child.  
 
 
Sample Daily Routine 
Wake and Get Dressed  
Eat Breakfast  
Developmental Learning Time  

- Gross Motor Activity  
- Play Activity  
- Sensory Motor Activity  
- Pre-Academic Activity  
- Fine Motor Activity  

Free Play  
Lunch  
Quiet time  
Snack  
Developmental Learning Time  

- Gross Motor Activity  
- Play Activity  
- Sensory Motor Activity  
- Pre-Academic Activity  
- Fine Motor Activity 

Free Play  
Dinner   
Bed 



Motor Skills Menu 

 
Blowing Bubbles! 

 
Bubble Play encourages 
gross motor development 
as children reach way up 
high, stand on their tippie 
toes, squat, jump, run, 
stomp, and kick. 
 
 

To develop fine motor 
skills, children can practice 
pinching the skinny wand, 
coordinating two hands to 
hold the bottle and dip, 
holding the blower with a 
pencil-like grasp, opening 
and closing the bottle, and 
using hands in different 
ways to pop the bubbles 
(poke with index finger, 
“squeeze” to grab bubbles 
with the whole hand, use 
two hands to clap the 
bubbles). 

***The attached resource 
pages include several 
“make your own” bubble 
solution recipes  and a list 
of everyday items that are 
fun and different tools for 
bubble play. 

 

 

Popped Bubble Art 

Materials 

• Bubble Mix 

• Bubble Wands 

• Food Coloring 

• Paper 
 
Instructions: 
Pour 1 tablespoon of 
bubble mix into a small, 
shallow bowl. Add a few 
drops of food coloring and 
stir well 
  
Place your bubble wand in 
the colored bubble mix,  
remove and blow bubbles 
towards your paper.  
 
As the bubbles hit the 
paper and pop, they will 
leave interesting patterns. 
Repeat with other colors. 
 
*Food coloring can stain clothing and 
surfaces. Take care to protect both. 

 

 

       

Bubble Munchers 

Use puppets to help give 
little hands a fine-motor 
workout.  

Give your child a puppet or  
a large sock to put over his 
or her hand.  

While you blow bubbles, 
play some upbeat music. 
Invite your child to walk 
around with the puppet and 
manipulate the puppet to 
“eat” the bubbles.  

 

 

 

 

  

Bubble Tracing 

Materials: 

● Tracing pages 
● writing instrument 

Activity:                            
Use a pencil, crayon or   
marker to trace  the vertical 
line from the wand to the 
bubbles. 

Use the same writing tool 
to practice tracing the 
circle “bubbles” 

Variations: 

”Walk” fingers as 
shown or use only  
the index finger to 
follow the dotted lines.    

 

Use bits of cereal, raisins, etc. 
to place along the dotted 
lines. 

 

 Extension: 

  Using blunt child-sized 

scissors, have your child cut 

on the vertical line from the 

wand to the bubble. 

           
          See attached  

Bubble Tracing pages 

  

POP the Bubbles 

Using sidewalk chalk, draw 
circles  on the driveway or 
sidewalk with your child. 

Vary the size and color of 
each.  

 

When finished, have your 
child jump, hop, in the 
circles to pop the bubbles. 

 Variation: 

Give your child directions 
to pop specific bubbles;  
use one or two descriptors  

 
“POP all the green 
bubbles” 
 
“POP the small pink 
bubble”  

 



Sensory Exploration Menu 

 
Bubble Wrap Stomp 

Lay out pieces of large and 
small bubble wrap 
cushioning material on the 
floor to cover a specific area. 

Have your child take off his 
or her shoes explore awhile. 
Encourage him or her to 
jump, glide and crawl to 
experience the various 

sensations. 

Extend the exploration by 
pairing it with a rhyme. Your 
child can walk and then 
stomp as you recite “Pop 
Goes the Weasel” or “10 
Little Monkeys Jumping on 
the Bed”. 

Name a number and 
encourage your child to jump 
on his Bubble Wrap that 
many times as they count 
aloud. 

 

 

Bubble Soap Foam 

Materials: 

• 2 tablespoons dish 

soap ( Dawn works 

best) 

• 2/3 cup warm water 

• 2 drops gel food 

coloring    OR 4-5 

drop liquid type 

• Electric mixer 

•  

Combine all ingredients in a 
deep bowl and set the 
mixer on the highest speed. 
Whip the mixture into foam 
for 2 solid minutes until 
peaks form. Transfer the 
foam to a plastic container 
for your child to play 

** Make several batches with 
different colors; combine them for 
Rainbow Bubbles 

**Substitute  No-Tears Shampoo 
for the dishwashing liquid if your 
child like to explore the feeling of 
the foam on his or her face.  

 

Bubble Snake 

This activity addresses 

oral motor sensitivities .  

 

Materials: 
• empty water or 

pop bottle 

• old sock 

• dish soap and 
water 

Directions: 

Cut the bottle in half. Then 
place an old sock around 
the open end of the bottle. 
Use duct tape to secure 
the sock if it’s sliding off.  
Then you just dip the sock 
bottle into a shallow dish 
filled with dish soap and 
water. Blow on the mouth 
part of the bottle and you’ll 
have a bubble snake! 

 

Bubble Bottle 

Fill an empty water bottle ⅔ 
of the way full with water 

Add food coloring, (optional) 

Pour cooking oil into the 
bottle, leaving about an inch 
or more at the top. 

Let the oil and water 
separate, then add a couple 
of tablespoons of salt. You 
will soon see the bubbles 
rise to the top. 

*For added fun, mix in some 
buttons or beads. 

Secure the lid with a hot 

glue gun or string tape. 

**Use this sensory bottle as a 

“calm down bottle” during times 
when your child is upset. 

Soap Playdough 

Make a batch of dish soap 

play dough with your child. 

Have him or her pour, stir, 

knead to participate. 

Materials 

• 1 cup  cornstarch 

• 1/3 cup dish soap 

• 1 teaspoon olive oil 

• Few drops of food 

coloring 

Directions: 

Pour  the cornstarch into a 
large bowl. Add the dish soap, 
olive oil and food coloring. Start 
mixing the ingredients by 
stirring with a wooden spoon, 
then use hands and knead, 
knead, knead.  If the dough is 
too dry, add more squeezes of 
the dish soap. Turn out the 
dough into a flat surface and 
enjoy playing with your child. 

The dough might get a little 
messy – have your child wash 
his or her hands in the sink and 
watch their surprise as the 
dough soaps up under the 
water to produce bubbles and 
clean hands !  



Cognitive Skills Menu 

 
Body Part Bubbles 

 
 

Cut out the 
bubble wand 
pattern and  glue 
or tape them to a 

popsicle stick.  

Use the bubble stick 
puppets to work on 
listening, focusing and 
identifying body parts. 

For example, “put your 
bubbles on your head”, 
“touch your nose with your 
bubbles”, “put your bubble 
on your knee”  

 Extension:                    
Put the bubble puppet on a 
part of your body and ask 
‘Where is the Bubble?”  
Then place it on your 
child’s body part and ask 
the same question.  
Emphasize the words “my” 
and “your” 

           See attached  
Bubble Puppets page 

 
 

 

Bubble Sizes 

Cut out all the squares on 
the attached bubble size 
pages and mix them into 

one pile. To start, use only 
the big and little bubbles 

for the activity. 
 

Pull out a big bubble and 
small bubble Explain that 
one is big and this one is 
small. Put one big bubble 
and one small bubble into 

separate piles. 
 

Have your child sort the 
rest of the bubbles into the 

proper size pile. 
 
Extension: 
Introduce the bubble that is 
not big and not small. 
Label that bubble as 
“medium”. Repeat the 
sorting activity as above 
with all 3 sizes. 

 

 

 

 

 

See attached Bubble Size  
pages 

 

Bubble Bin Matching 

Materials: 

• large bin ¼ filled 

with water,  
• collection of legos 

, bottle caps or 

small toys in 

matching colors 

• kitchen whisk 

• ladle 

• shower gel or 

dishwashing soap 

Directions: 

Make bubbles in the container 
using your hands, then using 
the whisk to  

Hide the legos, bottle caps, 
toys in the bubble bin and 
have your child search for a 
specific color item,, i.e. “Find 
the red lego” 

 Try scooping out the hiding 
items in the bubble bin with 
the kitchen ladle.  Pull out a 
random item from the bubble 
bin and set it to the side; have 
your child search through the 
bubbles to find the one that is 
“the same.” If the item is not 
the same, toss it back in; 
continue until the bin is empty. 

It’s a Match ! 

Use the cards from the 
Bubble Size sorting for this 

activity.  

Select 4 small, 4 medium 
and 4 large bubble cards 
for a total of 12.  

Arrange all cards face 
down on the table or floor 
in 3 rows of 4 cards.  

Take turns turning two 
cards over at a time. If they 
match, you keep them. If 
not, turn them over and the 
other player takes a turn. 
Take turns until all 
matches have been found! 

Variation: 

Set of 3 pictures- 2 that match 
and one additional that does 
not.. Ask your child to find the 
one that is “Not the same.” 

Use  attached 
Bubble Size 
Pages from 

previous 
activity. 

How Many Bubbles? 

 Count each bubble as you 
slowly blow them for your 
child. Have your child 
request a specific amount 
for you to produce. 

Count each bubble as your 

child pops them one at a 

time. Ask him or her to pop 

a specific amount of 

bubbles  “Can you pop 3 

bubbles?” 

 

Incorporate math concept 

vocabulary as you play with 

bubbles -  a few, many, 

some,  all, none 

  

Use the attached bubble 

counting page to count and 

match sets of 1 to 5 .  

 

Cut out the large bubbles 

on one page.  Have your 

child count the small circles 

each and then match it to 

the bubble with the same 

number of circles on the 

second page.                            
 

See attached Bubble 

Counting  pages 



Personal-Social/Play Skills Menu 

Stop -n-Go              
Bubbles 

 

Your child is sure to enjoy 

this giggle-inducing 

version of Musical Chairs.  

 

Arrange a few chairs  in a 

circle. Then place a piece 

of Bubble Wrap 

cushioning material with 

large bubbles in each 

chair.  

 

Play music while you and 

your child and other family 

members walk around the 

chairs.  

 

Stop the music and direct 

everyone  to quickly sit in 

a chair and wiggle to pop 

a few bubbles. Restart the 

music to play another 

round. 
 
*Use paper circles on the chairs if 

bubblewrap is not available. 

 
 
 
 

 

Stay in Your Bubble 
 

Read the attached mini 

book to discuss staying in 

one’s personal space. 

Use the cue “Stay in Your 

Bubble” to help your child 

remain in their personal 

space. 

 

Extension: 

Fill a baby wading pool 
with enough water to cover 
a hula hoop placed in the 
pool. Carefully drizzle a 
bottle of Blue Dawn Ultra 
dish soap . 

BE GENTLE and do not 
make any foam. DO NOT 
MIX the solution.  

Have your child step 
barefoot into the pool 
standing in the center of 
the hula hoop; slowing pull 
the hula hoop up over him 
or her. Your child will be 
inside a giant bubble ! 

See attached  
Stay in Your Bubble 

 mini book 

Bubbles with 
Friends 

With at least one other 
person (friend, sibling, 
parent) plan a structured 
Bubble Game. 
 
While an adult blows the 
bubbles, give the 
participants directions on 
how to pop the bubbles 
with each turn (clap them, 
poke them, squeeze them, 
jump on them, etc.) 
 
Next, have them follow the 
directions to a turn-taking  
sequence (first Johnny 
pops, then Caitlin, then 
Danny). 

The possibilities for 
directions are endless. 

     Calming Bubbles 

Deep Breath Bubbles: 

Preschoolers often struggle 

with managing their 

emotions. One activity that 

can help teach deep 

breaths is bubbles! Have 

your child blow really hard 

and fast on a bubble wand 

that has solution on it. 

Usually, it just sprays goo 

everywhere. To effectively 

blow a bubble, your child 

must blow long and slow — 

a great cool down 

technique! 

 

Relaxing Bubbles: 

Blowing has been known 

to help calm and refocus 

children. Give your child a 

bubble wand and 

encourage him to fill the 

room with bubbles! On the 

flip side, sometimes just 

watching something slow 

and peaceful redirects 

energy and calms kids 

down. If this is more your 

child, fill the room with 

bubbles and ask him to 

just watch them softly fall 

to the ground. 

Pretend Bubbles 

Direct your child to “be a 
bubble” Model body 
positions for him to imitate. 
  
Have your child float like a 
bubble, or go from a small 
curled bubble to a busting 
bubble.  
 
Have him or her imagine 
he/she  is a bubble blown 
by a gentle wind vs a 
hurricane and move fast or 
slow. 

 

After watching real 

bubbles “stick together” , 

pretend to be a bubble 

too and attach yourself to 

your child’s bubble. 

Name the body parts as 

do so –  
“let’s be bubbles and stick 

together with our elbows,”   

 

Add as many other family 

members /friends as your 

child is comfortable. 
 



Adaptive Skills Menu 

Bathtime Bubble Play  
 

Prepare your child’s bath 
with your favorite bubble 
bath product.  
 
Fill spray bottles with 
colored water…the more 
food coloring you use the 
more vibrant the colors but 
be mindful of the 
mess/stain factor. 

 
Let your child develop fine 

motor work and practice 

learning his or her colors 

by spray-painting the 

bubbles while taking a 

bath. 

 

Can he or she predict what 
the colors will turn with 
each new color addition? 
 
 
 

 
 

Sparkling Clean 

 

Model the steps to wash 

household items or toys. 

Include the words for the 

opposite concepts of wet 

and dry. Discuss the 

function of the soap, 

towel, etc. 

 
Guide  your child in 
washing  his or her “dirty” 
toys (trucks, action figures 
dolls, etc.) in a plastic bin 
or in the sink. 
 
 
Allow your child to wash 
his or her plates and cups 
(if unbreakable) after a 
meal to encourage 
independent life skills. 

 
. 

Potty Bubbles ! 
  

  
 
Bubbles are lots of fun and 
create so much laughter, 
taking some of the stress 
and anxiety out of the 
toileting teaching process.  

 

Add some dish liquid 

solution to the toilet water 

and when they go on the 

potty, bubbles are created! 

 

 

** A time-honored trick to 

teach boys to stand to  

urinate in the toilet has 

been to encourage them 

to “make bubbles” 

Give it a try if you are at 

an impasse ! 

 

     Bubble Snack 
 
Materials: 
 

• Plain sugar cookie 

     Or 

● Rice cake  

     Or 

● Bagel half 

● Vanilla frosting 

       Or 

● Softened cream 

cheese 

● Blue food coloring 

(optional) 

● Mini marshmallows 

 
Directions:  
Assist your child in stirring 
a little  blue food coloring 
into the frosting/cream 
cheese to make it pale blue 
if desired. 

 

Help him or her spreading 
the frosting or cream 
cheese on the item.                       

A popsicle stick is a safe 
tool to use for spreading.               

Top with a few mini 
marshmallows. 

 Enjoy your edible bubble!! 

 

Hand Washing 
Bubbles 

Use this opportunity to work 
with your child on thorough 
handwashing practices. 

Remind him or her to rub 
hands together to make lots 
of bubbles ! 

Challenge him or her to 
make as many bubbles as 
they can – 

Encourage the 
recommended 20 seconds 

rule by singing multiple 
verses of this song: 

 
Sing to the tune of: 

   The Wheels on the Bus 
 
The soap on my hands goes  
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
The soap on my hands goes  
Bubble, bubble, bubble 
And the germs go down the 
drain !! 

 



Communication Skills Menu 

 “Bubbles Everywhere”  

As you read the attached mini 

book with your child, ask 

him/her to point to objects on 

the page. “Show me the bee.”  

 
The rhyming text of the book 

encourages children to join in 

the reading of the story and 

keeps them engaged.  

 
As you reread the book, pause 

before the last word on the 

page and encourage your child 

to complete the sentence.  

“Bubbles on the…..”   

Wait for him/her  to fill in the  last 
word or point to the item. 

 

Emphasize the prepositions when 
locating the bubbles in the story, 
i.e. on, in   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

See attached  
Bubbles Everywhere 

 mini book 

Bubble Hunt 

Cut out various 

sized circles 

from any paper 

to make “bubbles”  

and place them 

around your house. Go on a 

Bubble Hunt with your child 

and use positional words to 

indicate the hiding place of 

each bubble. 

 

Positional words: on your 

head, under the table, 

behind the chair, etc. 

 
 Variation: 

Give your child the 
direction to find the 
hidden bubbles – 

“Look under the chair” 
Then ask him/her 

“Where did you find the 
bubble? 

 
 
Extension: 

As you blow bubbles with 

your child, resist the urge to 

pop them! 

Watch where the bubble 

will land have your child 

describe the location using 

positional words. 

Bubble Chant/Rhyme 

PRETTY BUBBLES 
 Adapted Teddy Bear,Teddy Bear           

Turn Around Chant 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles 
turn around. 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles 
touch  the ground. 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles 
on my nose. 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles 
on my toes. 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles  
in my hair. 

Pretty bubbles, pretty bubbles  
everywhere! 

 

Bubble Rhyme 

Bubbles, Bubbles everywhere 
Bubbles, Bubbles, in the air 
Bubbles, Bubbles floating down 
Bubbles, Bubbles hit the 
ground. POP! 

 Add movement as you recite 
the rhyme above. Encourage 

your child to fil in the last word 
to each line; clap and jump up 

at the word “pop.” 

Bubble Talk 

For the little ones, the skills 
of turn taking and eye 
contact are necessary 
precursors to being able to 
have a conversation and 
can be easily worked on 
while playing with 
bubbles.   
 
You and your child can 
take turns popping or 
blowing bubbles.  When it 
is your turn, encourage 
your child to look at you 
before you blow more 
bubbles.   
 
This is also a great way to 
encourage requesting and 
labeling.   
 
Your child can say or sign 
many words or phrases 
during this activity (e.g., 
“more”, “bubbles”, 
“please”, “my turn”, “I want 
more”, “more bubbles 
please”, “I need help 
please”, “blow the bubbles 
to me”, etc.).   
 

See attached  

Bubble Communication 

Board 

Double Bubble Talk 

Practice expanding what 
your child requests by using 
the plus-one strategy. Wait 
until your child says 
something on his/her own; 
repeat it back while adding 
one more word. 

If your child says “more,” 
you respond and expand the 
phrase to “want more” or 
“more bubbles.” 

 
Among the first 
speech sounds 
to develop are                     

/b/  /p/  /m/ - (those formed 
in the front of the mouth with 

the lips) 

 These sounds are naturally 
used during bubble play. A 
few examples include: 

 /b/: Say "bubbles" or "blow" 
before you blow bubbles. 

/p/: Say "pop" as you pop 
bubbles 

/m/: Say "more" to ask for 
more bubbles 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



MOTOR Activity -  “Blowing Bubbles”  

Bubble Recipes  

 

Stronger Bubbles 
Add some glycerin, to some dish soap, and it will strengthen your bubbles. You can find the 
glycerin at your local pharmacy. 

Bubble Solution 
3/4 cup Joy brand or blue Dawn Ultra liquid dishwashing detergent ; 1/4-cup glycerin ; 1/2-gallon water                                           
Mix all ingredients & pour into a shallow pan. Excess solution can be stored in a sealed container. This solution works 
best if it is allowed to set for several days before use. 

Bubble Solution 
1 cup of water;  2 tbsp liquid detergent ; 1 tbsp glycerin ; 1/2 tsp sugar 

Bubble Solution 
2/3-cup liquid dish detergent ; 1-gallon water;  1 tbsp glycerin (optional) 

Bubble Solution 
3 cups water;  2 cups Joy or blue Dawn Ultra liquid detergent;  1/2-cup Karo syrup 
Combine ingredients and allow to sit in an open container for at least a day before using. The longer the solution sits the 
better the bubbles. 

 

 

Hints:  

• Ultra Blue Dawn  and Joy are the best choices for producing lots of bubbles; however any liquid dishwashing liquid 
will work   

 
● Blowing bubbles outdoors after rain will produce large and  lasting bubbles 



MOTOR Activity -  “Blowing Bubbles”  

 

Bubble Blowing Tools   

 

socks (blow bubbles through the sock)      turkey baster                                         

mesh tubing        wire clothes hanger shaped into a circle 

spaghetti strainer       cut out center lid of margarine container 

wire whisk        plastic rings from 6-pack soda cans/bottles 

pipe cleaners bent into different shapes    slotted spoons 

seven straws taped together in a circle    funnels 

fly swatter        paper cups with holes poked in the bottom 

empty toilet paper or paper towel roll    potato masher 

bubble wands       mesh strainer 

drinking straw       metal vegetable steamer basket 

cookie cutters       strawberry baskets 

hula hoop for giant bubbles 

 

 
**Some items can be used to play and experiment in  a bucket or container of bubble solution as well as to blow through  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0076ZX6BC/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=thechaandthec-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B0076ZX6BC&linkId=ce8349c84bf0db659c0018ed3e52d17e
http://happyhooligans.ca/homemade-giant-bubbles/


MOTOR Activity -  “ Bubble Tracing”  

 

  



 

  



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MOTOR Activity – “Bubble Tracing” 



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

COGNITIVE Activity – “Body Part Bubbles” Bubble Puppets 

1. Cut out pictures of bubble wand 
2. Tape to popsicle stick 

 



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    

    

COGNITIVE Activity – “Bubble Sizes” 

BIG Bubbles 



 

  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

    

    

MEDIUM  Bubbles 

COGNITIVE Activity – “Bubble Sizes” 



 

  



  

    

    

    

COGNITIVE Activity – “Bubble Sizes” 

SMALL Bubbles 



 

  



 

  

COGNITIVE Activity – “How Many Bubbles?” 

• Cut out the 5 large bubbles on this page; 

• Count the small dots and match to the 
bubble with the same number of dots on the 
following page 

 



  



 

 

  

COGNITIVE Activity – “How Many Bubbles?” 



 

  



 

 
 
 

Stay in Your Bubble  

 

Where is my bubble or personal 
space? 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

1 



 

  



 

  

  

It is the area around someone’s 
body.  

It is the size of a hula hoop 
around a person. 

 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

2 3 



 

 



  

  

It is the space that makes 
people feel safe. 

 

It is the size of your arms 
stretched out. 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

4 5 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  

This is too close ! 

 

This is just right. 

 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

6 7 



  



 

 

  

When I am too close, people  
 might not feel safe. 

 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

People will not want to play with 
me. 
. 

 
8 9 



  



 

  

When I stay in my personal space 
bubble, people will talk to me. 

 

People will want to play with me. 

 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

10
00 

11
00 



  



 

  

I will feel happy when I stay in 
my personal space bubble.  

My friends will feel happy too. 

 

 

 

My friends will feel happy too. 

I will stay in my personal space 
bubble. 

 

 

PERSONAL -SOCIAL Activity -  “ Stay in Your Bubble”  MiniBook 

 

 

12
00 

13
00 



  COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 



 

  

  

COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 



 



  

  

COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 

Bubbles on my chair. Bubbles in the air. 

1 2 



 

 



  

  

Bubbles with a bee. Bubbles on my knee. 

COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 

3 4 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

Bubbles at the door. Bubbles on the floor. 

COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 

5 6 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



  

  

There are bubbles here. There are bubbles there. 

COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 

 

 

7 8 



 

  



  

There are bubbles 

everywhere ! 

The End  
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COMMUNICATION Activity -  “Bubbles Everywhere”  MiniBook 
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COMMUNICATION  Activity – “Bubble Communication Board 
Songs” Movements” 
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